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I'm a senior at BYU-Idaho studying

Communication with an emphasis in

Public Relation and a keen interest in

Digital Marketing

I'm David Johnson

I've spent this summer working as

the Social Media Content Manager

for a local business called Shaka

Juice



Last summer Kioa Delos Reyes

started a small business at the

Rexburg Farmer's Market called

Sweet Nectar.  

It was moderately successful and

he was excited to come back this

year and do even better!



But Kioa wanted 

something fresh!

Time to rebrand!

Introducing...

This new brand 

better represents:

*Kioa's Hawaiian Heritage
with an

*Easygoing Laid Back Vibe

Time to get the word out...



Goals and
Objectives

Last summer Kioa accrued

57 Instagram followers

 

We set the goal to

increase by 100% and

reach 114 followers by the

end of June

We also set the stretch

goal to increase by 150%

and reach 142 followers

 

On June 22 we
reached 143
followers and

acheived our stretch
goal



-Every Thursday night and Friday morning I

made a story tagging the Farmer's Market,

they would then share those posts to their

own story

-Kioa wrote up a post explaining how and why

he started Shaka Juice and linked it to our

account

Strategies
and Tactics

Leverage other accounts with more

followers to expand our reach

-On each of our Feed Posts I location tagged

the Farmer's Market so that our posts would

appear when people searched by location



Print a QR code onto our physical materials

that leads customers directly to the

Instagram page

-I designed a flyer that could be given out with

the drink at purchase that included the QR code

and invitation to follow us on Instagram

-Our banner that hung across our booth

included the QR code

Strategies
and Tactics



Strategies
and Tactics

Weekly Feed posts served to informthe

general public

-Posts at the beginning of the week shared

basic info such as Farmer's Market times,

weather forecasts and always a reminder to

look for the yellow tent

-Thursday posts listed what flavors we would

serve that week.  Next to each juice I used

emojis of the ingredients or nation of origin to

make the post pop.

-I made special posts for holidays

such as memorial day, flag day,

mother's day and father's day



Strategies
and Tactics

Weekly Story posts served to engage our

followers

-Every other Wednesday I would make polls on

story posts where followers could select

which juice we would make with a specific

ingredient

-Every other week on Thursdays I would share

our flavor for the following day and ask

followers which flavor they were most

excited about, I would then share their

responses as story posts

-At purchase, customers were

encouraged to tag our page in their

own story posts drinking the juice

and making the "hang loose" sign



The spikes follow our posting habits

and from these I can conclude that

posts that involved outside

accounts led to the most new

followers.  This makes sense since

these are the posts that reach

people that don't already follow

Shaka Juice

The first spike is from customers

sharing us on their story.

The second spike is from Kioa

sharing the page on his personal

account and asking his followers to

follow Shaka Juice as well.

182 accounts reached with

56 new followers meaning

that 1 out of every 3

converted to a new

follower



182 accounts

reached with 93

interactions 

1 out of every 2

interacted

Comments are low,

 in future posts I will include

a call to action such as

"What flavor are you looking

forward to?" or a contest

or giveaway based on

comments



The Follower/Non-Follower

ratio is in line with

expectations.

Posts on the feed were intended

to reach the wider public and

Stories were intended to focus

on actual followers and

engaging with them



The demographics skew overwhelingly female.

Females also have a higher purchase rate but not as

drastic as the Instagram rate.

Our audience tends to be the older end of college age, which

tracks with the demographics of the Farmer's Market.



I will continue to work with Shaka

Juice until the Farmer's Market ends in

September.

We will set the goal to add another 85

followers before the season is up using

the lessons I have learned so far this

summer.

I can't wait!
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